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SKIRI TROPHY HAND IN HAND WITH PINOCCHIO
BOTH EVENTS OFFICIALLY UNVEILED

The SKIPASS showcase hosted both events
Skiri Trophy XCountry and Pinocchio sugli Sci di Fondo OCs gathered in Modena
Hundreds of kids awaited on 20-21 January and 3-4 February 2018
A combined event will sum up the times of each race


Italy's most important exhibition about travel and winter tourism took place in the city of Modena a few days ago. SKIPASS celebrated its 24th edition this year and both Skiri Trophy XCountry and Pinocchio sugli Sci di Fondo seized the moment. 
Former Cross Country Skiing Topolino Trophy in Val di Fiemme (Trentino area) will get on track next 20 and 21 January while Pinocchio will wear boots and skis two weeks after in the mountains around Modena
Both OCs, namely Gruppo Sportivo Castello di Fiemme and Asd Olimpic Lama, unveiled their events and celebrated XC skiing in Modena the other day along with a bunch of young boys and girls who had the chance to compete inside the pavillion where a small ski track was purposely set up by the organisers.
Flipping through the Skiri Trophy XCountry history book, many little champions joined the Italian event and the Cross Country Skiing Arena in Lago di Tesero is about to welcome new generations of future champions in a little less than three months. As tradition goes, races will only be held in Classic Technique (Baby, Cuccioli, Ragazzi and Allievi age categories). Trofeo Pinocchio sugli Sci di Fondo, instead, will only allow kids to race in Free Technique, it is scheduled on 3 and 4 February in Piane di Mocogno (Modena Province), and those who will take part into both events might also race in a thrilling Combined event that will sum up the times of each race.
Info: www.skiritrophy.com

